
Appendix 6 
Minding the Gap Project Report 

Dundee Contemporary Arts, Dundee 



Title of Project: MINDING THE GAP  
 
1. How to identify and act upon the space between the institution's aspirations and 
audiences’ expectations as people inhabit the gallery at DCA.  
 
 

2. Research Question: How can we best equip Gallery Assistants to operate in the 
perceived gap between organisation aspirations for and audience expectations of, a 
contemporary gallery experience at DCA?  

 
 

3. Description of project: What did you plan?  
 

We had 6 key areas to research and evaluate during the project:  
 
1) To investigate and identify organisation (staff) aspirations for a contemporary gallery experience at 
DCA. Staff  involved in the project wrote responses to a questionnaires and this was then compared 
with DCA core mission statement and aims.  
 
2) To investigate and identify audience expectations for a contemporary gallery experience at DCA as 
part of a contemporary gallery experience at DCA. This included collation and summarising of key 
outcomes from existing audience research data for DCA gallery from SAC funded Audience 
Development Project (sources MHM 2004 and Scott Porter 2007), from DCA Marketing questionnaire 
comments about exhibition experiences(completed with visitors for each exhibition since 1999), from 
focus groups from current gallery visitors / non-visitors with current Gallery Assistants (not yet 
undertaken) and from specific questionnaires to be completed by Community & Education 
groups/individuals making a gallery visit during the period of investigation. This is currently being 
collated into a Gallery Assistants‟ handbook. 
 
3) To identify and discuss any 'gap' between 1) and 2) via combined staff  think tank sessions

3
. 

 
4) To investigate and identify organisation / staff understanding of what DCA offers as 'interpretation' 
as part of a contemporary gallery experience at DCA . Regular 'Think Tank' sessions on Mondays 
were held open to all DCA staff and Gallery Assistant staff rota'd in on paid hours (first one was held 
at Sensation Science Centre to explore interpretation from the perspective of being a visitor; the 
following three had no external speakers as planned, staff had so much to say we didn't need an 
external voice at this point. Other 'think  
tanks' were held on 'what is a tour of DCA', Reading Artworks, ways of engaging folk with artworks, 
what do we mean by 'interpretation?' and Gallery Assistants' role how to communicate it and what tool 
can help support it?)  
 
5)To identify how Gallery Assistants are currently equipped and supported at DCA - collation of 
existing procedures and documents by Andrew Dodds, current GA CoOrdinator , re-iteration of job 
description (via ongoing pay review at DCA) plus desk research on how other contemporary galleries 
train and support public facing gallery staff by Andrew Dodds. 
 
6)To identify how best to equip Gallery Assistants for the future at DCA via think tank session on what 
an 'ideal' training package for the future maybe as a result of the above activity. 
 
Information from these 6 areas of research activity is available from Sarah Derrick at DCA. 
 
 

4. What actually happened?  
This has been outlined via the above 6 areas  in summary form. Basically the project and action 
research process was introduced to staff via discussions and the exploration of the key areas above.  
 
From this we developed new common understandings across staff teams from which to approach 
the research question. Monday 'think tank' sessions were used to involve as many staff as possible in 
regular discussion based on the above and to identify clear actions/objectives to be delivered and 
evaluated.  
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 Examples of Think Tank Sessions in Appendices 1 and 2. 



From this we hoped to reflect on and develop our practice, reiterate DCA core mission and aims, 
answer the research question and build outcomes and process into future staff development, 
induction and programme delivery.  
 
 

5. Who was involved?  

Gallery Assistants: Julie-Anne Delaney, Louisa Preston, Lindsay Mathers, Ian Stewart, John Louden, 
Andrew Dodds CoOrdinator  
Graham Domke, Curator; Ewan Wilson, Gallery Manager; Richie Cumming, Education CoOrdinator; 
Caitlin Lewis, SAC Visual Art Education Trainee;  Val Norris, Exhibitions Assistant; Sarah Derrick 
Head of Education; Clive Gillman Director;Jan McTaggart Head of Communications. At the time of 
writing Judith Winter our new Depute Director/ead of Programme was unable to participate owing to 
family circumstances. 
 
Sarah Derrick and Andrew Dodds acted as Research Project CoOrdinators. 
  
 

6. FINDINGS  
Here is a brief summary of our findings under each of the 6 key areas outlined in section 3; 
 
1) To invesigate and identify organisation (staff) aspirations for a contemporary gallery experience at 
DCA . We found a common language and desire for visitors to be 'comfortable' in the gallery but also 
to be 'challenged' . These two were the most mentioned words (5 out of 10 responses mentioned 
both together) - 'engaged' 'discussion' 'Talking' were also shared (4,4 and 3 out of 10) - 
'educational' or 'educate' was mentioned 3 times .  
 
We felt that this research demonstrated a common understanding that we have many audiences with 
different needs and motivations for attending and that this will change with each exhibition. There was 
a common thread referring to presenting artworks or an experience to take visitors out of the every 
day, to offer something more on a spiritual, intellectual and visual level. This was encouraging for us 
as a team. 
 
Andrew Dodds' summary: “ a) We want our visitors to be; Comfortable Intellectually supported Feel 
able to spend time with and thinking about the work Enjoy their experience in the gallery Whilst also 
finding the experience challenging and possibly educational b) What do we think are our visitor‟s 
expectations for their experiences in the gallery? (based on our experiences of dealing with visitors) 
We think our visitors expect to; find “art” that‟s like “art” they‟ve seen before, maybe in a different kind 
of gallery; find some kind of escapism from the everyday; see things that are like what they‟ve seen in 
DCA‟s galleries before; see something of very high quality; be shown artists they can relate to, ie. 
some local artists; experience something different; see something that is beyond their technical 
abilities; enjoy their experience in the gallery but also acknowledge that for some visitors they have an 
unplanned visit and may simply be passing through with no wish to engage. “ 
 
 
2) To investigate and identify audience expectations for a contemporary gallery experience at DCA as 
part of a contemporary gallery experience at DCA .  What we found useful was to think about  the 
notion of a sliding scale along a spectrum of expectation from one end of independent, informed and 
confident visitor a) "At an early stage before I will have really made up my own mind...I will allow the 
print to mediate my experience. And that is all the stuff's doing. Getting between you and the actual 
immediate experience of the art." through mid-point interested but wanting support visitor b) "Some 
more background information would be good/useful. A general introduction to what (the artist) is trying 
to achieve. I'd like to have something to support what I'm thinking" to to the other extreme of lacking in 
confidence and experience and showing signs of frustration as a result visitor c) "What I found quite 
disturbing was the almost total absence of any explanation as to why somebody have been 
selected...what the thing was supposed to be about, what the meaning was. I suppose I'm almost 
totally illiterate when it comes to interpreting modern art I need help and it wasn't there."  (Source: 
Morris  Hargreaves McIntyre commissioned audience research for DCA 2004/5) 
 
Visitors do generally expect something in print (map, plan, introduction, information, artists' details, 
what is in the show). Visitors don't always expect to be able to talk to someone in the gallery; in the 
majority of cases the expectation is that the person in the gallery is the 'guard'. We also 
acknowledged that DCA does not actually publicise the interactive/interpretative role of Gallery 
Assistants anywhere, so how do visitors know that chat and interaction is available in the gallery? 
 



 
3 To )identify and discuss any 'gap' between 1) and 2) . DCA doesn't state publicly that Gallery 
Assistants are available to chat to about the show and that they are knowledgeable, practising artists, 
graduates, often having been involved in the exhibition install and met the artists/curators and 
therefore could be a great source of information and ways of 'getting into' an exhibition.  
 
DCA doesn't publicise the Information Room/Space contents and because this lies outside the gallery 
there is no obvious connection with the Gallery Assistants unless they direct visitors to the space.  
 
We assume that visitors know what the space is for and how to get the most out of it. - we don't have 
a visitors' or comments book that could be a support to visitors. Exhibitions often lack seating in the 
gallery owing to the nature of the work or exhibition layout. This was mentioned significantly in the 
data and would add to the notion of making visitors feel welcome and 'comfortable'.  
 
Not really a gap but a useful distinction - in analysing written comments from visitors and gallery 
assistants/education team about gallery experience we agreed that what visitors expected and then 

stated they needed was : INFORMATION, CONTEXT (greater depth and reason why) and 

WAYS IN (or HELP). In fact there were a number of comments to the effect that visitors did not 

want too much print or words, they wanted the former to be available if needed, discretely and in a 
variety of forms (Source: written comments from DCA visitor surveys from the gallery for each 
exhibition since 1999)

4
. We are now looking at how Communications team. Community & Education 

team and Exhibitions team deliver „informatio‟, „context‟ and „ways in‟ respectively. 
 
This also brought up how visitors can struggle to find a piece of printed information about an 
exhibition even though it is presented in a perspex wall holder on an outer and inner wall of the 
gallery. (NB. We have documented e.g.s of people also looking at 2 leaflets being offered next to 
each other). The issue of being clear about what is available - gallery plan, map, guide, general 
introduction, contents list, curatorial summary, artists' background, artists' introduction etc. is being 
discussed currently.  
 
 
4) To investigate and identify organisation / staff understanding of what DCA offers as 'interpretation' 
as part of a contemporary gallery experience at DCA.  See following Appendices 1 and 2 (DCA Think 
Tanks) for full report of staff discussion. 
 
We had great discussions that however did show up a 'laziness' in our use of the word interpretation 
to describe what we offer visitors. Following discussion of analysis from visitor data (Sources: SAC 
funded Audience Development project research by Morris Hargreaves & McIntyre 2004 and Scott 
Porter 2007) we did agree that INFORMATION, CONTEXT and WAYS IN would be a more useful 
and specific language to use for talking about and thinking about DCA's interpretation offer to visitors. 
Whether this were made public or used internally is still being discussed.  
 
See also 3. This also led onto discussion about how visitors have to navigate to the gallery entrance 
via numerous obstacles and other pieces of printed material relating to other aspects of DCA 
programme depending upon which entrance to the building they take - reiteration that a broader 
context for DCA exhibitions experience for visitors IS being located within a contemporary arts centre. 
More discussion may be needed here for DCA to explore / evaluate this.  
 
 
5) To identify how Gallery Assistants are currently equipped and supported at DCA - GA appraisals 
were undertaken by exhibitions Curator and GA CoOrdinator . Outcomes from this process indicate 
that the current induction procedure for new GAs is adequate but now needs to include aspects of 
dealing with the public (and sometimes difficult or challenging public), ways of engaging visitors and 
passing on information and context.  
 
That GAs all value their role very highly and would like more engagement with DCA exhibitions team,  
Community & Education team, and Communications team to understand more about curation, 
delivery of the overall programme and engaging with visitors and artworks.  
 
That GAs would like to formally work within DCA Community & Education programme to deliver talks, 
tours, workshops and projects ongoing to support their role and gain confidence in dealing with a 
variety of people and ages. 
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6) To identify how best to equip Gallery Assistants for the future at DCA . Following desk research 
and questionnaires mailed to other contemporary art venues in the UK it is obvious that there is no 
existing useful model for DCA to use in developing this area of work in the contemporary gallery 
sector in the UK. So from the action research process we have dropped, for now, the idea of pairing 
Gallery Assistants with groups of visitors/non-visitors in favour of a concentration on achievable 
actions internally to develop existing tools and support. 
 
At 31 July we have the following MINDING THE GAP ACTIONS to be delivered as key strategies 
and tools for supporting the role of Gallery Assistants ; 
 

a) Exhibition briefings with GAs and internal communications to be planned and put in calendar 
for the year (AD/GD)  

 
b) Gallery Assistants are now to be involved in the planning and delivery of Community & 

Education Programme activity year round (SD/CL)  
 

c) We are developing new training/induction for GAs with all the above research outcomes and 
source material included  (AD/GD)  

 
d) The Information Room is being re-designed to have visitors book and a GA research station 

with a macbook on-line to help with enquiries, accessing DCA artists archive material, useful 
web resources/catalogues for both their own support and for engaging with visitors. (ALL) 

 
e) Gas will be involved in researching, developing questions, writing or suggesting written 

materials for exhibition support with Graham Domke, Curator and Judith Winter, Head of 
Programme. (GD/JW)  

 
f) The outcomes of think tanks and summarising visitor feedback on the DCA gallery experience 

from this project will form the basis of a new Gallery Assistant 'HANDBOOK'ongoing that will 
grow with the addition of material and GA feedback wfrom each exhibition. (SD/AD)  

 
g) We are undertaking an internal restructuring of print production and development (publicity / 

exhibition guide / interactive print) based on the outcomes that visitors actually want 
INFORMATION + CONTEXT and 'WAYS IN' or 'HELP'. So we may well stop using the term 
'interpretation'...(Judith Winter / Jan McTaggart/ Graham Domke/ SD) 

 
h) From July the DCA Guide and website will publicise the interactive role and experience of our 

Gallery Assistants to exhibition visitors. 
 
 
 

7. Challenges 
In working with a large number of staff working full-, part – time and shifts co-ordinating information 
and time has been an issue and hence we have over run the deadline to complete the project.  Also in 
2007 DCA welcomed a new Curator, new head of Programme and SAC Visual Art Education Trainee 
and in 2008 Education CoOrdinator and a Gallery Assistant left for other jobs. 
 
Prioritising time to reflect on the research question across staff teams with the multiple and pressing 
priorities attached to delivering and marketing a multi-arts programme has also been a challenge 
however this project alongside ongoing audience development research at DCA has reiterated for us 
all a keen focus on visitor experience, expectations and appropriate support to our staff. 
 
Addressing issues of who is best placed to deliver texts, printed material, images, information, 
context, ways in and „help‟ across Communications team, Exhibitions team (GAs are located within 
exhibitions team) and Community & Education team is not an easy task. From the project and ensuing 
discussions we are now much more committed as staff teams to work in a flexible way and not have 
permanently fixed roles. We have recognised common aspirations and acknowledged common 
language however, it is always a fine balancing act to mediate an artists‟ work, a curatorial vision and 
institutional objectives. We feel very strongly now that people, our staff are our strongest interpretative 
tools. 
 
Evaluating the outcomes and actions outlined above in point 6.  are also a challenge. We can formally 
document and evaluate with staff via appraisals and team meetings any positive benefits. In terms of 



evaluating the knock on benefits or otherwise for visitors to the gallery there is an innate difficulty in 
having a „control‟ or mean level established before then tracking/ mapping any changes. We do rely 
heavily on written comments from visitors in the building and will also be launching an online 
comments/feedback facility with DCA website from August 08. 
 
Retaining the value of the research at DCA obviously lies with the retention of staff but also in how 
well we embed our practice within the organisation.  
 

 
8. Value of the project  
As we are still working with the model of action research, think tanks, and working on the actions in 
point 6. it is hard to give a true value here. The main values currently lie as follows; 
 
For Gallery Assistants – the project has raised the profile and status of what they do across DCA staff 
teams, and emphasised their individual experiences as artists/makers. A few myths have been 
dispelled and the integration of the GA team into delivery of Community & Education activity with each 
exhibition adds a personal way in which each GA can develop confidence and engage with each 
exhibition, thereby supporting interactions with other visitors to the gallery. 
 
For DCA staff teams – it has developed team working, common understandings, reiteration of core 
aims and gave a focus that will be ongoing beyond the end of the project. Staff enjoyed the think tank 
session and having time to think. Time to reflect has also enabled us to realise that we have areas of 
good practice and great expertise within DCA as well as areas that need developing or improving. 
 
 
 



DCA Project Report Appendix 1 
 

engage Interpretations Project 

Think Tank 2 : What is interpretation & why do we have it? 
 
 
What do we (DCA staff – list) think it is? 
“…the link between the artist + the public, the curator + the artist, the artist + gallery assistants, gallery 

assistants + public. It varies dependent on who and what is in dialogue…it should be a discussion 
rather than dictation. It should answer AND ask questions of the work, motivations of the artist and 

should be open ended.” 
 
“…is what is between the viewer and the work (to enable visitors to get the fullest possible experience 
from viewing an exhibition)….” 
 
“…is: background info / breakdown of content / artists‟/curators‟ explanation of works / a way of 
opening up a path and how to approach a subject/experience or event.” 
 
“…the ways we help our audiences connect with the art/artist/curator (whatever their needs are).” 
 
“…aims to create pathways between the person and the artworks which facilitate questions and 
understandings.” 
 
“…information + context + ways of engaging with artworks/exhibitions.” 
 
“The materials/texts between the viewer and the exhibition.” 
 
“Interpretation is a personal thing” 
 
Why do we have ‘interpretation’? 
“To breakdown barriers to art – based on a belief that art can enrich the individual. To diminish some 
of the alienation between the person and the art. To encourage critique, to assist a person in forming 
opinions/learning but this is in danger of being inherently patronising… almost to justify the art; a way 
to make art‟s existence valid/worthwhile.  Interpretation makes the art into art not just objects.  
Mystifies art whilst also demystifying it.  Double bind.” 
 
“Because some of our audiences rely on us to help them through the experience of 
engaging/connecting with the exhibitions.” 
 
“Because some people expect that contemporary visual art is hard to understand and they need some 
further explanation before they will be able to engage – to help people overcome their perceived 
barriers.” 
 
“To try to give an unbiased explanation of why something exists, where it came from, what it is and 
what is trying to do.” 
 
“To give a possible starting point, if wanted, for further exploration.” 
 
 
“We have it to help them(visitors)  to be able to find their own meaning/valuable experience…finding 
context, how artworks can have significances in whatever their lives/experiences may be.” 
 
“Because we are publicly funded to provide interpretation…it‟s a rights issue” 
 
 
What in our experience/perception in 2008 at DCA do we think visitors want from interpretation? 

 

“To get something out of it (educational, social value or social status).” 
 



“Insight into art / the artworld. (For non-art specialists).” 
 
“To find the reason that this is art.” 
 
“To enjoy it” 
 
“To see or experience something outwith their own making abilities / something special / clever that 
they will value.” 
 
“What it is, what is made of, how it‟s made, why it‟s being shown…” 
 
“Visitors maybe want to validate their own experience and find a reason why they like / dislike the art 
on show.” 
 
 
Also folk want to be able to talk about the experience/the art/the artist/the DCA to others. 
 
Some visitors want to know that contemporary visual art is not a case of the Emperors‟ Clothes, 
maybe that it does have meaning . 
 
 
 
What do we think about using the term ‘interpretation’? 
 
“It‟s a useful banner.” 
 
“Folk understand what it means/stands for – visitors ask about interpretation” 
 
“We can choose to define what we are doing internally” 
 
“Don‟t like it because it‟s often one persons‟ view – interpretation is a personal thing.” 
 
“It can get tangled up with the curatorial / artist peer to peer view.” 
 

“Does it need to be used externally or publicly as long as we know what we mean by it?” 

 



If money/resources were no object what would be the ideal ‘interpretation offer at DCA’ ? 

 
A library on site – publicly accessible. 
 
Artists‟ interviews – more ways of directly accessing their experiences. 
 
Discussions/Q&A sessions/asking questions and gaining opinions – then showing these publicly in 
DCA (postcards, visitor books, video booths, vox pops) 
 
Taking discussion/activity out to pubs/community sites (with artworks?) 
 
Workshops with artists on how they make their work – a demystifying process 
 
Ways of encouraging people to approach artworks/activity ongoing 
 
Web/video access to the installation process and development of an exhibition 
 
A basic info guide to each exhibition with extended reading / audio guides / additional activity – all 
optional – soft ways of engaging with artworks 
 
Re-think and redevelop the Information Space on Level 4 
 
Brief all staff across the building well in advance about up coming artists/exhibitions and offer every 
staff member a tour of the exhibition 
 
Advance information about each exhibition in whatever form it was most suitable/appropriate – tailor 
per show 
 
Develop and expand Tea Tour & A Blether … 
 
Full time staff working on interpretation „offer‟ per exhibition, rotating  and key staff to be walking 
talking interpretation  for each show in addition to current GAs. 
 
 
SD Feb 08 
 
 
 
 
 



DCA Project Report Appendix 2 
engage Interpretations Project 

Think Tank 3 
  
How do we define DCA’s aspirations for visitors as they inhabit the gallery?  
  
 
And   
 
What do we think are our audience’s expectations for their experiences in the gallery? 
 
(Source: written responses to a questionnaire to participating staff at DCA June 2007) 

 
We want our visitors to be 
 

 Comfortable 

 Intellectually supported 

 Feel able to spend time with and thinking about the work 

 Enjoy their experience in the gallery 
 
Whilst also finding the experience challenging and possibly educational 
 
 
 
We think our audience expects to 
 

 find “art” that‟s like “art” they‟ve seen before, maybe in a different kind of gallery 

 find some kind of escapism 

 see things that are like what they’ve seen in DCA‟s galleries before 

 see something of very high quality 

 be shown artists they can relate to, ie. some local artists 

 experience something different 

 see something that is beyond their technical abilities 

 enjoy their experience in the gallery 



DCA Project Report Appendix 2 
 

Dundee Contemporary Arts Exhibitions 
 

Visitor Information 
 
Pale Carnage 
Saturday 7 July 2007 – Sunday 2 September 2007 
Days open: 51 
 

 
Total Attendance     3230  
Number surveyed     96 (2.97%) 
For comparison previous exhibition    271 (5.10%) 
 

 
Average Daily Attendance:     63 
 
For comparison: 
previous exhibition Peacocks Among The Ruins 
Friday 27 April 2007 – Sunday 24 June 2007 99 
Similar time slot last year Where The Wild Things Are 
Friday 9 June  – Sunday 13 August 2006  97 
 

 

Area   % extrapolated total no. visits (gallery) 
Dundee   62.50%  2018 
Fife   7.29%   235 
Aberdeen  3.13%   101 
Perthshire  3.13%   101 
Edinburgh  5.21%   168 
Glasgow  3.13%    101 
Scotland other  2.08%    67 
England  2.08%   67 
Ireland   2.08%    67 
Wales     0%   0 
World   8.33%   269 
 
Not all number surveyed gave postcode details 
 

 

Frequency of visits 
16.67%: first time visitors 
17.71%: lapsed visitors who have visited in the past but not in the last year 
65.63% repeat visitors who have visited at least once in the past 12 months 
 
 
Visitor Comments/ 
 
 



Visitor Comments 
 
Very confused.  Not too sure 
Good would like to come back and spend a bit more time 
A slightly disjointed and sporadic show 
Some nice works 
Liked the film 
I like this exhibition a lot, especially the crow one 
Interesting, think it will take a while to figure it out. 
Interesting, like how there's a lot of ideas and themes between the works 
Very interesting, lots of exciting materials 
Very interesting liked the morse code light 
Quite a dark exhibition, nice 
Excellent 
That was good 
By putting up this warning - you are censoring this exhibition.  Surely this is the nature of art?  You're 
censoring art.  That's tame.  That's censorship!! 
Not sure I understand any of it! 
A strange mix of ideas 
Very good 
Some things felt out of place.  I found it hard to understand 
Challenging.  I think is the word, it's the kind of show I will need to come back to a few times, 
and do some reading. 
Hard to understand, I needed some help explaining some works 
Makes me feel a little bit uneasy, need to come back again but at the moment it feels quite jarring, 
dissonance between works.  Like the levels of interpretation I can have with the works 
Really hard to say, interesting but just here to pass the time waiting on a film to start. 
Possibly my favourite thus far inc. the history of Dundee Contemporary Arts 
Interesting 
Need to read more about this one 
Different 
A bit of a sporadic show 
Interesting 
Absolutely pathetic, arty farty junk 
A nice attempt at some difficult ideas 
Really interesting. Amazing all the ideas artists come up with 
I've just seen the Indian film downstairs and I'm not really in the mood for this. 
A bit of a difficult show 
Too clever for us 
Different.  Unholy and decadent.  Sometimes all at once 
Definitely different.  Don‟ think it really works as it says it does though 
Don‟ really like this - doesn't do anything for me.  Keep hoping something in here will eventually work 
for me.  Keep waiting. 
A hard show to understand 
He liked the sound on Mark Lekin's piece 
"Interesting, cant quite see all the links between the works" 
Very intriguing.  Need to think some more about it. Will visit again 
Found it quite inaccessible and questioned the state of the contemporary artist in relation to their 
endeavour 
Initially confused but felt happier after discussion with staff said he found it a rewarding 
experience 
Nice work individually but collectively I feel it doesn't work as successfully 
Brilliant.  Weird 
Really don't see what it's getting at 
Well thought out.  I like it 
I'm here for golf for my husband but I'd heard about DCA and wanted to see for myself.  Not  
Quite like it.  See the occultish undertone.  Bit sinister, but a little sparse and some work seems out of 
place with rest of exhibition 
It's okay if you like that kind of thing 
Like lots of loose ends - doesn't gel. 
Brilliant, so interesting 
"I really like it, wish I could come again 
Reflects the disjointed nature of the day 
Very theatrical 



Confusing 
Well hung 
Great.  Little sparse but interesting 
Quite good.  Not what I usually like though 
Really enjoyed the video - parade it was excellent 
Brill, more of the same 
I suppose you have to be 'arty' to understand this.  But some of it is enjoyable to look at. 
Not for me but I appreciate what DCA does 
Random.  Fairly interesting, not sure it comes together though.  Bit disappointing actually.  Had high 
hopes for this show 
Unusual space.  Like gallery more than exhibits, I'm afraid, this time 
The space around the objects is the best part.  I really love the space some nice shapes, but I don't 
understand it all 
I'm glad I came, I've been enlightened.  You must have to be such a complex person to be a modern 
artist these days 

 
 
  



  
Appendix 6a 

Minding the Gap Contemporary Art Context 
 

 

 

Note 

The review material contained within this appendix does not necessarily reflect the thoughts or 
position of Dundee Contemporary Arts.  The material is included to offer the reader additional 
perspective on the art works that contextualises the Minding The Gap project.



Interview - Matthew Buckingham 
 Source: The List (Issue 594)  

 Date: 17 January 2008  

 Written by: Alexander Kennedy 

Alexander Kennedy talks to Matthew Buckingham about his new 
film installations at DCA 

AK Tell us about the work you are showing at DCA. 

MB The three larger projects on view at the DCA are each organized around some of the questions 
that arise when we look at the past through the shape of a person‟s life. I wanted to begin with each 
figure‟s relation to themselves and try to reconnect them to their own time, to the quotidian, and most 
importantly, to our own time. 

AK How would you describe your relationship with the idea of History? 

MB Whether or not we like it, or are even aware of it, we are constantly interpreting our past in order 
to navigate the present. I‟m interested in what happens when we see this in connection with more 
self-conscious categories of history. 

AK Would you say that Art is the truth to History‟s lie? 

MB By approaching something historically we are looking at it dynamically, over time. That usually 
means looking at a span of time outside of our experience which, in turn, means we must interpret. In 
that way we begin to make an argument of some kind. Bringing non-fiction narratives into the art 
context highlights this contract we‟ve made with narrative and, I believe, puts the art viewer in a more 
critical position, where the responsibilities of interpretation are more obvious. I almost never employ 
fiction in my work, but the fact that it‟s seen in the gallery raises that spectre and ushers in a degree of 
caution. 

AK You have previously said that the cinema is a „placeless place‟. Can this also be said of the 
gallery? 

MB Yes, there is a much-remarked corollary of „neutrality‟ between the so-called „white cube‟ and 
„black box‟ (which in art-terms is a sort of surrogate-cinema). There are differences, however, that I 
find important-differences of space, time and mobility. As art viewers we retain a different control over 
how we engage with the work. We decide how we move through the space and how much time we 
will devote to the work. We are more aware of our „editing‟ process and hopefully see this in 
connection with the physical place (gallery, city, region) that we are in.  

DCA, Dundee, until Sun 20 Jan. 

 

extracted from 

http://www.list.co.uk/article/6122-interview-matthew-buckingham/ 

last accessed 04 July 2008 

 

http://www.list.co.uk/articles/issue:594/
http://www.list.co.uk/articles/writer:alexander-kennedy/
http://www.list.co.uk/article/6122-interview-matthew-buckingham/


Camilla Low: Straight Letters  
 Source: The List (Issue 596)  

 Date: 14 February 2008  

 Written by: David PollockComments (0) 
 

DCA, Dundee, until Sun 30 Mar 

SCULPTURE 

Despite receiving her education at Glasgow School of Art, this is the first major solo exhibition in the 
UK by Norwegian sculptor Camilla Low. With this in mind it‟s fortunate that a venue the size of the 
DCA is hosting it, because her boldly-coloured sculptures work perfectly in this open space, with the 
gallery‟s sun blinds open to allow extensive natural light into the room. 

The colour, shape and the precise fabrication of Low‟s works are integral to their finished effect, which 
allows for both formal consideration and aesthetic appreciation. Low‟s chosen base materials are 
concrete, wood and metal, the former hewn into identically-sized squares of a few inches each in the 
onsite workshops. These are piled four or five high, and selected surfaces are painted yellow or black, 
obscuring our view of the material involved. From a distance these oversized Rubik‟s Cube segments 
might be flimsy, fragile plastic. 

With segments of wood sliced into pieces, separately painted and pieced back together („4+4‟ and 
„Annalisa‟), this sense that hard and functional ingredients can be softened by swathing them in bright 
colours is accentuated. That each piece here is also devised as an interesting kind of visual puzle 
simply adds to the entertainment value of viewing them. Among some of the more striking examples 
of this technique are „Ramona‟, a series of black-painted metal squares hung from floor to ceiling and 
linked at their corners by plastic hooks, and „Sister‟, a series of caramel-coloured perspex triangles 
with one end of a metal bar threaded through their centre. Each of these is balanced in state with a 
lightness which belies their physical properties. 

Yet, it‟s the least obtrusive work which most succinctly illustrates the purpose of the show. „White 
Steel‟, a square sheet of metal painted the same white as the wall behind it, reveals this to be an 
exercise in camouflaging the very physical nature of objects using formal trickery of colour, light and 
balance, and a very successful one at that. 
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